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THE QUESTION PRESENTED
The Los Angeles retail grocery husiness, as appellant
recognizes, is ''vigorously competitive", with ''vigorous
price competition'' being waged hy approximately 4000
separate firms operating over 4800 stores in the vast
Los Angeles area (App. Br. 42, 35). There are some
3700 single-store operators and most of these, as well as
other concerns, ohtain their groceries from huge retailerowned cooperative huying organizations. Both parties

-2are agreed that "opportunities of individual entrepreneurs
are substantial" and the probability is that "for tbe in·
definite future many relatively small firms should be able
to thrive" (App. Br. 16). In the ten years prior to the
1960 merger of Von's and Shopping Bag, the market
share of each of the two leading concerns (Safeway and
Ralphs Grocery Co.) declined. Post-acquisition evidence
indicates (and appellant concedes) that the merger has
not had an adverse effect on competition; indeed competi·
tion appears to have intensified since 1960. The question
presented is whether in these circumstances this merger,
which brought together two local concerns with a combined market share of less than 8 per cent, should be
invalidate~ solely on the basis of a rigid and novel test
of illega Ii ty.

- STATEMENT
· This is a direct appeal from the final judgment of the
District Court of the . United ·. States for the Southern
District of California, Central Division, dated December
16, 1964, in a civil antitrust case charging that the
merger of Shopping Bag Food Stores into Von's Grocery
Co. would violate . Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
a mended ( 15 U.S. C. § 18). The District Court held~
after trial, that the merg~r, which occurred on March
28, 1960, did not violate said Section 7.
·Three different District Judges on four different occasions have ruled adversely to Appellant on various phases
of this action. The complaint was filed on March 25,
1960, . and, after taking. evidence, Judge William C.
Mathes on March 28, 1960 denied the Motion For A

-3Temporary Restraining Order, whereupon the merger
was consummated. The .Motion .For .A Preliminary Injunction to require that the former Shopping Bag be
operated as if it were a separate entity from Von's was
denied by Judge Mathes by order dated June 13, 1960.
On March 28, 1962, Judge Albert Lee Stephens, Jr.
denied Appellant's Motion For Summary Judgment.
After trial on the merits, Judge Charles H. Carr on September 14, 1964 wrote a Memorandum Opinion (R.
3017-3031) and ordered Judgment for Appellees. ·
At the time of the merger on March 28, 1960 Von's
operated 28 retail grocery stores, all in the Los Angeles
Metropolitan area (Los Angeles and Orange Counties)
with annual sales of $86 million in 1959. It was the successor to a family partnership which commenced doing
business in the depression days of 1932 with a grocery
concession in a small store. Its development thereafter
was through internal growth and it was at all times largely
family owned and managed. (Fdgs. 2, 3, R. 3064.)
Shopping Bag was the successor to a partnership
which commenced operations in a single small grocery
store in 1930. At the time of the merger it had grown
through internal expansion to a · 3 8-store chain ( 3 6 in
the Los Angeles Metropolitan Arca) with annual sales
of $84 million. It was likewise largely family owned
and managed. The company lacked depth of qualified
management, a problem which was intensified with its
growth. (Fdgs. 7·13, R. 3065-3068.)
. Af~r the merger in 1960~ combined Von;s and. Shopping Bag operated ~nly 1.4% of some 4800 grocery

-4stores in the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area and their
combined market share in 1960 was 7.5% of total
grocery store sales and 6.9% of food store sales in the
area.* After the merger Von's ranked second to Safeway.
(R. 1739, Fdgs. 73-74, R. 3084-3085)
By agreement of the parties any issue as to the relew
vant line of commerce and the relevant section of the
country was eliminated. The parties agreed and the
District Court found that the relevant line of commerce is "groceries and related products taken as a
whole", and the relevant section of the country is the
Los Angeles Metropolitan Area which is comprised of
Los Angeles and Orange Counties. (Fdgs. 14t IS,
R. 3068·3069.) There was no issue in the ease as to the
effect, if any~ of the merger upon suppliers, and no eviw
dence was offered on that subject. (Fdg. 16, R. 3069t
and R. 22.)
After trial, the District Court judge filed his Memo·
randum Opinion in which he stated it could not be
concluded "that the merger in question would probably
lessen competition in the Metropolitan Area either at
the time of the merger or in the forseeable future.tt He
added that "competition in the area appears to remain
vigorous, open to anyone and especially those with
• 'fhis is based on 1960 figures, the year of the merger, and
was a somewhat ·smaller market share than the total for the
two companies in 1958. (Compare Dx. AM:, R. 2787-2788 and
R. 1739) Appellant variously states that after the merger
0
Von's market share was 8.9% (Br. 13), "almost 9% (Dr. 17t
. 19) and "almost 10% ." (Br. 45) However, they repeatedly
refer to area ·sales of $2.5 billion and Von's Shopping Bag sa1es
of "almost $180,000)000" (Br. 15, 43) and this, if corr~
would make the market share 7.2 % .

-5experience and training, and the consumer is reaping the
benefit.'' (R. 3031).
In accordance with Rule 7 of the Local Rules, counsel
for defendants were directed to prepare revised pro~
posed findings of fact and conclusions of law and
judgment.* At a conference of the parties and the
Court, District Judge Carr directed that changes be made
in the praposed findings and said changes were made
(R 2250-225 I). Thereafter at a hearing to settle the
findings, additional changes were ordered. ( R. 22462297). The Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
and the Judgment were signed and filed on December
16, 1964. Appellant subsequently filed a motion under
Rule 52(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for
amendment of the findings and for additional findings.
(R. 3092-3097). That motion was denied by Order
signed and filed on January 8, 19 65. (R. 309 8). This
appeal followed.

•

!;';:reem~nt

both parties had theretofore submitted proposed
gs with appropriate record references (R 1337 1338
.
.
.
•
'
2077-2079). .

-6ARGUMENT
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

I.
Appellant's entire brief rests upon the erroneous
premise that the Los Angeles grocery market is a "loose
oligopoly,, in structure and performance. Far from being
oligopolistic, the Los Angeles market is one of the most
unconcentrated and fragmented markets in America.
Appellant concedes that at present the grocery business
in this area is highly competitive, marked by vigorous
price competition, and that smaller concerns can compete
effectively with the leading concerns. (Br. 31, 35, 42)
The evidence in this case and the history of the grocery
business in this area lead inevitably to the conclusion
that the market not only is but will remain fragmented
and highly competitive.
ln the vast Los Angeles area, there are some 4000
separate firms operating over 4800 grocery stores. The
market leaders, Safeway and Ralphs, despite their own
growth and success, have lost ground to smaller concerns
in terms of market share. Thus, in 1948 Safeway and
Ralphs had aggregate sales of approximately $193.5
million, 21.1 % of the market. ln 1958, they had in~
creased their sales to $288 million but their market share
declined to 14.3%. (Fdg. 27, R. 3072.)
ln 1953, there were 96 concerns operating two or
more stores. By 1962, there were 150 such concerns
operating a total of 1,085 stores. In 1953 there were only
10 concerns operating 1O or more stores. By 1962, there
were 24 such concerns~ .7 of which experienced all of
their growth in the prior decade. (Fdg. 27; R. 3072).

-7Thus~ the trend has clearly not been toward o!igopoly.
Rather, there has be.en a diffusion of economic power
and a decrease in concentration> as a number of smaller
concerns have grown to challenge the market leaders.
With the top 20 concerns having an aggregate market
share of only 56%, the Los Angeles market is "atomistic"
in structure and is not a ''loose oligopolyn under the test
proposed by Professor Turner before he became an advocate. Kaysen and Turner, Antitrust Policy (1959), 72.
While Appellant professes (Br. 34-36) to foresee a
danger of '~interdependent" or oligopolistic pricing patterns, there is no real likelihood of this occurring now or
in the future. In the unlikely event that the leading concerns should at some time in the future become so foolish
or so complacent as not to engage in vigorous price
competition, they would very soon cease being leading
concerns. The history of grocery retailing in Los Angeles
has been and still is characterized by · the growth of
very aggressive, very ambitious smaller competitors desirous of increasing their sales and able to compete
effectively with the larger chains. Thus, if the leading
chains were to conclude that the Hgame of price competition is not worth the candle'', the aggressive smaller
concerns and discount houses selling groceries would
be presented with an opportunity which they would
surely grasp.
,

n
·In a market as fragmented and. competitive . as Los
A~geles, the loss through merger of a single competitor
with a market share of less than- So/o is not likely to

-8lessen competition, substantially or otherwise. After
Shopping Bag's merger with Von's, there stil1 remained
in the market a very large number of substantial competitive factors, and in fact the market became even more
competitive following the merger. The Shopping Bag
stores remained in existence and became more effective
competitive units. (R. 507, 681-682, 1249-1251.) The
Government's indmtry witnesses testified that competi·
tion remains vigorous (R. 66, 115-116, 189, 249, 335,
340, 613-614); a number testified it was constantly in·
creasing in vigor (R. 66, 115-116, 449, 638, 713, 729,
759-761, 765-766, 777); uthis is a trend" (R. 249,
1140) ; "there is more competition now than ever"
(R. 449 and see R. 521, 660, 661).
Competitive vitality in the grocery husiness, at least
in the Los Angeles area, cannot be computed on a slide
rule. Among the important forces of the market pla~
are individual initiative, imagination, experience, vigor,
ingenuity, geography and many other forces that cannot
be measured arithmetically. Th~ existence of two huge
cooperative buying organizations, Certified Grocers of
California, . Ltd. and Orange Empire Co-op, equalizes
buying_ power (Fdgs. 29-36t R . ..3074-3076), and this,
.coupled with the limited draw area of any particular
retail store, compel the conclusion that market power
cannot be measured simply in terms of the size or market
share_of the concern which operates it. Aggressive and ex·
. perienced. operators of single stores and smaller chains
have such advantages as the opportunity to provide personal service, greater flexibility in making merchandising
changes, and the abili~ to supervise personally a_ll aspects
of their business. As Appeltant recognizes, '~opp0rtuni·

-- 9 ties of individual enterpreneurs are substantial'' and the
robability is that Hf or the indefinite future, many rela~vely small fi.nns should be able to thrive." (Br. 16).

III.
Appellant seeks in this case to establish a black-letter
rule of presumptive (actually per se) * illegality for any
merger, regardless of the market in which it occurs.
Appellant's novel rule would apply to all lines of com~
merce and all sections of the country - to laundries, to
department stores, to furniture stores and dress shops;
to New York and Los Angeles as well as Stockton,
California and Logan, Utah. To adopt such a testand thus rule out examination into economic realities with
respect to a merger of two concerns having a small market
share in an unconcentrated and expanding market which
is characterized by ease of entry, vigorous competition,
and ability of smaller concerns to compete effectively
and to thrive and grow - would not be consistent with
congressional intent or prior decisions of this Court.
Cases such as this one can properly be decided only in the
light of all relevant factors and in the context of an industry setting which is necessarily unique in every case.
Drown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 322 n.
38. .

• Appellant states (Ilr. 18) that its "proper standardt' makes the
merger "presumptively illegal" but it means per se (Dr. 39-45).
If ease of entry, substantial opportunities for individual entre~reneurs, and admittedly continuing vigorous price competi-

tion cann_ot r~but the *'f'resumptively illegaln . test, then what
one may mquue, coµld poSsibly suffice?
..
,

-10AppeHant seeks to justify its novel per se test of illegal.
ity by suggesting (Br. 23) that there is no sure way of
predicting whether a merger is likely to have anti-competitive effects. However, the test which appellant proposes is so sweeping that it would necessarily invalidate
even inoffensive mergers, thereby requiring the forfeiture
of the advantages which 'WOuld flow from them. We urge
that these advantages should not be forfeited in the absence of a showing of reasonable probability of a substantial lessening of competition. In an unconcentrated
market characterized by ease of entry, the ability of the
small entrepreneur to start a business, to grow by internal
expansion, and then sell on an advantageous basis (as
here) will be a spur to other new entrants. A flat prohibition of such opportunities can stifle initiative and dis·
co~rage the entry of new concerns.
It is extremely important that Section 7 be interpreted
~o as not to bar all mergers-the inoffensive or desirable
along with those which are likely to be anticompetitive in
effect;
'' . - ~ --~ Widespread prohibition of mergers would
impose serious, if not intolerable, burdens upon
owners of businesses who wished to liquidate their
- holdings for irreproachable personal reasons. Mor~
over, eoonomic welfare is significantly served by
maintaining a -good market for -capital -assets. By
enhanCing the value of assets when ·-owners wish
-: to sell, -'a'strong ·capital assets' market increases the
- rew~rds of ~uccessful entrepreneurial endeavor.

. . . -"* ---.

• Turner, Conglomerate Me-;gers and Section 7 of the ·clay_ton
Act, 78 Har. L. Rev. 1313, 1317 (1965).
- --
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ARGUMENT
1. THE LOS ANGELES GROCERY MARKET IS

UNCONCENTRATED AND HIGHLY COMPETI·
nVE; IT IS NEITHER OLIGOPOLISTIC NOR
1ENDING IN 111AT DIRECTION.
We shall show in a subsequent section (infra, p. 50
et seq.) that the new test proposed by Appellant is both
unwarranted by the statute and unrealistic. We commence the argument, however, by discussing the basic
misconception of appellant's brief, namely, that the Los
Angeles grocery market is so threatened by oligopoly
that the loss of a single competitor creates a reasonable
probability of substantially lessening competition.
·A. Far from being oligopolistic in structure, the Los
Angeles grocery market is one of the most fragmented and competitive in the ·nation •
.1. The market is atomistic; it is not loosely oligopolistic

in structure.

·

. · In its brief, appellant repeatedly asserts that this
marke: is alread~ "loosely oligopolistic'' (pp. 19, 45);
that the combined market share of the. leading

seller.s ~as at a level econo~sts would consider charactenstic of at leas~ a Joos~. oligopo.Iy" . (B~. 3 3'). The
market facts rebu_~ . this claim . ~d establish instead
that the ,market !s unco.n~entra~ed to a degree matched in
very few other mdustries · A
·
· · ·
fi
.
.
m menca. Even appellant's
gures show that at most the lead·
t.
an a
·
.. .
. . . m_g en concerns had
.ggregate market share of 43.6% (B 13) .
leading twent
r• ·
and the
(B~.-' 9)~ .. y ~ncems a. lll~.r~~t..sha_re ~f _ only: 56.9~o
~·

,

. . '.

-12Assistant Attorney General Turner, before he became
an advocate, regarded such a market as "atomistic" as
opposed to being a "loose oligopoly.'' In Kaysen and
Turner, Antitrust Policy* ( 1959) market structures are
divided into four categories: "atomistic structure" (the
least concentrated), "loose oligopoly," "tight oligopoly''
and "partial monopoly'' (the most concentrated). A
''loose oligopoly" is defined therein at page 72 as: ''a
small number (less than twenty) of firms suprJying 75
percent of the market, with no one supplying more than
10 - 15 percent and a fringe of smaller firms supplying
the rest." In the case at bar, a small number of firms
does not supply anything approaching 75%. Even the
entire top 20 supplies only 56%. Thus, by Mr. Turner's
own definition, the grocery business in Los Angeles is not
a "loose oligopoly." It is far less concentrated than that.
It is atomistic.
2. Appellant concedes that the market is highly com•
petitive and WlC'Oncentrated.

Appellant concedes, as it must, that
"the food industry ... remains an industry where
large ·firms are not yet dominant and the oppor·
tu~ties of individual entrepreneurs are substantial.
,.: The preface t~ this work noted, p. xix, that ~'the study is in
an important sense, the ·product of the discussion of a group
.of lawyers and economists extending over several years. Mem
hers of the group were Morris Adelman, 1oe Bain, Robert
Bishop, Robert Dowie, Kingman Drewster, David Covers, Ker
· mit Gordon, Lincoln Gordon, Carl Kaysen, John Lintner, Ed·
· ward Mason (Chairman), Albert Sacks; Donald Trautman,
. Donald Turner.'* ·
4

4

-13Furthermore, from all indications, its technolo~
is such that, even today, and for the indefinite
future, many relatively small firms should be able
to thrive.,, (Br. 16.)
Appellant further recognizes that: "This general pattern
is instanced by Los Angeles. At the time of the merger
there were 4000 separate grocery businesses in the Los
Angeles metropolitan area operating a total of 4800
separate stores. No firm had more than an 8 percent
share of the area's total grocery business (Dx. AM:, R.
2787), and it appears that small chains, and even some
single-store enterprises, were able to operate efficiently
and to hold their own in competition with the larger
chains.'' (Br. 16, and see Br. 31.)
Appellant further concedes that concentration is not
yet "undue" (Br. 19) and that "vigorous price competitionH is not "seriously impaired". (Br. 35.) Appellant
asserts, however, that "evidence that the market remains
vigorously competitive is entitled to little weight'' (Br.
42) despite the fact that it does ''not contend" that substantial adverse effects on the health and vigor of competition "are already manifest in the Los Angeles market
..• " (Br. 42.)
Lacking evidence other than a dubious and theoretical
test to indicate any anticompetitive effects~ appellant.
is nevertheless critical of the district court· for relying
"heavily on evidence that in the few [more than three]
years between the consummation of the merger and the
trial the merger appeared to have had no adverse effects
on competition (Fdgs. 52t 66, 88(e), 83, R. 308.0 , 3083,
3088~3089)." · (Br. 42, fn. 40.) In short, despite its

-14concessions, appellant nevertheless urges that this Court
totally ignore findings of fact based on the evidence and
give controlling effect to conjecture rather than to the
realities of the market place.
3. The shares of the market leaders have been declining.

The decade prior to the Von's-Shopping Bag merger
was marked by the decline in the relative positions of
the leading chains and the growth of smaUer concerns
in this area. The market share of the leading grocery
chain in 19 60 (Safeway with 146 stores and an 8%
market share) has steadily declined since the 1930's
when it had more than 1000 stores in the area. (Fdgs.
18, 27, 74, R. 3069, 3072, 3084·3085.)*
The market share of the top two chains decreased from
21.1 % in 1948 to 14.3% in 1958. (Fdg. 27, R. 3072).
The market share of the leading three, four and five concerns declined between 1952 and 1960 (Fdg. SO, R.
3087-3088). ** Following 1960 one of the top S and
two more of the top 20 concerns went into bankruptcy
and a number of their stores were sold to single~store

*

Appellant -asserts (Br. 34, fn.' 33) that this decline in Safeway's
market share {'was due to a non-recurring factor: · Safewafs
decision to sell off or close its many small stores and convert
to . modem supermarket operations." Why this sbould caus~ a
decline in Safewayts market share appellant does not explain.
.The fact is that Safeway's market share declined because of the
. entry and growth of new concerns and there is no basis whatsoever for concluding that this is a "non-recurring factor." .

•*The market share of each of the third, fourth and. fifth inc~sed
. in this period hut not enough to make up for the decline of
:_ the two leaders. _(Dx. AN, R. 2788.) · Appellant criticizes the
accuracy of ow figures, despite the fact that they were based

-15operators and small chains (R. 1649-1650). This, preswnably at least, further reduced the aggregate market
share of the leading concerns.
Seven of the top twenty chains in 1960 were either
not in existence at all or had only one store in 1948.
(Fdg. 27~28, 79, 3086-3087.) * In J 953 there were 96
concerns operating two or more stores; by 1962 there
were 150 such concerns operating a total of 1085 stores.
In 1953 there were only 56 concerns operating two
or three stores, whereas in 1963 there were 104 such
concerns, an increase of 86% in the number of these
smaller concerns. (Fdg. 27, R. 3072.) Thus, the grocery business in Los Angeles is not dominated by large
concerns. Rather the market leaders have lost ground to
smaller concerns, some of them new entrants. If an
industry were "dominated" by a few large concerns,
one would not expect that many small · concerns would
continue to survive and grow.
4. The market is characterized by ease ·of entry. ·.

Entrance into the business of food retailing is un usually easy to effect; perhaps more than any other industry,
on actual sales data obtained by lhe F.B.L directly from the
records of the companies involved and supplied to def end ants by
co:msel for the Government pursuant to court order. Appellant
relies (Br. 34, fn. 33) on Census figures which cannot be verified
because the concerns to which they relate are not identified.
• These shifts in the relative Positions of firms within ..an in. dustry are a good indication of the workability. of competition.
See e.g., Joskow, Structural Indicia: . -Rank-Shift. Analysis As
· A Supplement To Concentraticin Ratios, The Antitrust Bulletin
· · Vot -VI, p. 9.
_ .. __ ___
J

-16the grocery business is characterized by low entry bar..
riers. * The record fully demonstrates that entry into the
Los Angeles grocery market is relatively easy, thus insuring that the market will remain competitive. There is
uncontradicted evidence that many successful firms have
started recently with small investments (Fdgs. 28t 44-.
49, R. 3072-3074, 3077-3080). A new entrant:
"starts off by renting a market that has been vacated by a chain store, usually. The fixtures are
available to him, either because they have been
left in the market, or he can buy used fixtures.
Certified [Grocers of California, Ltd., the retailerowned cooperative wholesaler] has a lenient plan to
help the fellow put in his initial inventory, and if he
is smart and works his supplier capital until he gets
a foothold, he can actually get into the food business
with a relatively modest investment. ..." (R. 1314 ).
Indeed, the testimony indicated that the grocery department in a fairly good, small store "could be opened
for not over $5000 and much of that could be suppliers'
money.,. (R. 1315.)
Eighteen of the thirty industry witnesses called by
the Government and ten of those called by the defendants opened their first store subsequent to 194 8. ( Fdg.
• See, e.g.t Cassady, Competition and Price Making In Foo~ Retailing (1962) p. 63; Kaysen and Turner, supra, Antitrust
Policy, An Economic And Legal Analysis (1959) p. 4?; Ad~l
. · man, A & P: A Study In Price.Cost Behavior and Public Policy
(1959) pp. 14, 408.
.

-1748, R. 3079.) Government witness Eaton in 1953 at
the age of 24 and with total assets of $1000 obtained
the lease on a small (2500 square foot) store in La
Puente. His total sales in the first year were $ 72,000 and
they increased each year to 1961 when they leveled ofI
at around $450,000. Prior to 1963 he had purchased
real property on which he planned to construct a new
and larger grocery store. (Fdg. 44(e), R. 3078-3079;
R. 268-271.) Government witness Palmer in 1946 at
the age of 25 and with assets of $16,000 purchased
a one-half interest in a grocery store in Hollywood.
He subsequently sold this interest and thereafter purchased and sold other grocery stores. In 1963 he was
the president and sole stockholder of a chain of four
grocery stores with annual gross sales of more than
$6 million. (Fdg. 44(f), R. 3079; R. 672-679., 688689.)
Defense witness Gelson and his brother with total
assets of $5000 in 1946 purchased a small, 700 square
foot market in North Hollywood. They now own two
large supermarkets, one of which has · annual .sales of
approximately $6 million and the other continues to
prosper despite the fact that there are 12 supermarkets
near enough to be in competition with it. (R. 1434-1438.)
Defense witnesses Albert Goldstein ·and Joseph Goodnight each left executive employment with leading chains
after Von's and Shopping Bag had merged, and each is
now operating a successful business. (R. 1407-1411,
1448-1451 and see R. 1141-1142.) Other examples of the
opportunities for entry, growth and success are set forth
in the findings. (Fdg. 28, R . . 3072-3074; Fdg. 44, R.
3077-3079.)

-18Appellant nevertheless asserts (Br. 40-41) that "Entry
and expansion by small operators is in fact sharply
limited, due to the preference of shopping-center owners
for established large chains . . . . And the capital requirements for opening a new supermarket - about
$700,000 exclusive of the cost of land (R. 1286~1288)
- are by no means negligible .... The merger certainly
will not increase the ease of entry, and it may have the
opposite effect."
No one has ever contended that the merger will "increase the ease of en try" but there is absolutely no record
or other support for appellanfs speculation that Hit may
have the opposite effect." Appe11ant's assertions are
otherwise completely fallacious:
(a) While it is true that shopping center owners
prefer an established forge chain (Fdg. 54, R. 3081),
it is likewise true that prior to the merger Von's* was
able to and did obtain shopping center locations. (Fdg.
5 4, R. 3081.) The merger changed nothing in this
respect. Moreover, it is equally true that not all good
grocery store locations are in shopping centers (Fdg.
5 4, R. 3081.) Most of the stores in this area are "free
standing" stores, not in a shopping center, and this
is true of the stores of the larger chains. (R. 13291331.)
( b) While capital requirements for opening a new
supermarket may approximate $700,000 exclusive of
- the c~st of land (R. 1286-1288), most supermarkets
. are leased by the operator, not purchased (R. 1314).

*

And Shopping Bag also (R. 152, 277, 1438).

-19Moreover, appellant assumes (erroneously). that the
new entrant to be successful must start out with a new
supennarket. This ignores business realities. The n~w
entrant typically, as the record shows, starts out with
an existing, older store and takes off from that point.
{R. 278, 1314.) As appellant points out (Br. 12), in
the period 1948-1958 the chains "disposed of a substantial number of unwanted outlets." The fact .is and
the record shows (R. 1472, 1476, 1489, Fdg. 49, R.
307 9-3080) that the leading chains furnish the training, the experience, and frequently the stores for their
future competitors. (Fdg. 81, R. 3088.) Witness Harlos Gross, for example, took over an old "unwanted"
Shopping Bag store and was able to increase its gross
sales from $600,000 to $1 million and maintain them
at that figure despite the fact that the number of
competing retail grocery stores within a two-mile
radius increased from five in 1953 to 17 by 1960.
(R. 1411-1413.) Witness Cecil Dobson took over an
older, "wiwanted" former Thriftimart store and increased its gross sales from $1 million to $2 million
despite the fact that he faces competition from newer
and larger stores of various chains in his shopping
area. (R. 1393~1396.)
The many executives of chains who resign their positions to take over an older store and thus start their
own rosiness attest to the unlikelihood of market foreclosure by the leading chains. (R. 1396-1402, 1417-1422,
1402-1406, 1407-1411, 1448-1451, 1483~1487, 1495w
1499.) If, as the appellant suggests, the existence of
larger chains may discourage future entry by single-store
operators, one must wonder how these experienced and

-20-

knowledgeable grocery executives could be so blind as
not to see what appellant professes to foresee so cle.arly.
The record shows (Fdgs. 28, 44-49, R. 3072-3074, 30773080) that persons with experience can and do enter the
business with relative ease and can reasonably expect to
prosper in competition with the large chains and others.

n.

The intense price competition which exists in
the Los Angeles market is completely inconsistent
with the charge that the -m arket was approaching
oligopoly conditions.

Both before and after the merger, vigorous price com~
petition has characterized the Los Angeles market (R.
1234-1235, 1340-1341, 1344, 3031) with rival concerns
featuring in their advertisements reduced prices on many
and different products. Government exhibit 24, unprinted~ is a collection of advertisements of some of the
rivals of Von's. That exhibit shows that these concerns
each offered reduced prices on a wide variety of products.
Where the identical product was advertised, prices of the
respective chains frequently varied.* This is not the
uinterdependent" pricing of oligopolists. Indeed, the
actual commercial practice in the market place is a refutation of the charge that the market has oligopolistic characteristics.
• For example (Gx. 24, unprinted) shows the fo11owing prices
for March 3, 1960:
Quaker Oats
39¢
Ralphs
-42 oz.
37¢
-42 oz.
Safeway

Pillsbury Flour
Ralphs
Safeway

- 5 lb. bag
- 5 lb. bag

67¢
49¢

-21Toilet Tissue
Ralphs
Market Basket

39¢
29¢

..- 4 rolls Zee
-4 rolls Zee

Jello
Market Basket
Hughes

-

Coffee

_ 1 lb. Maxwell House
-1 lb. MJB

Food Giant
Alpha Beta

1 pkge 5¢
16 pkges $1.00

49¢
79¢

Lipton Soup Mix
(a) Onion
Ralphs
Market Basket
Fox
Shoppers
(b) Chicken Noodle
Ralphs
Market Basket
Shoppers
( c) Tomato· Vegetable
Market Basket
Shoppers
1Iunt's Tomato Sauce
Food Giant
Shoppers

of 2
of 2
of 2

35¢
29¢
37¢
35¢

-pkge of 3
-pkge of 3
-pkge of 3

43¢
39¢
41¢

-pkge of 2
-pkge of 2

25¢
29¢

- 4·8 oz. cans
- 15-8 oz. cans

25¢

-pkge
-pkge
-pkge
-pkge

of 2

C & H Powdered or Brown Sugar
Ralphs
-2-1 lb. pkges
Market Basket
- 2-1 lb. pkges

$1.00

35¢
25¢

Campbell's Tomato Soup
Alpha Beta

Fox

- 10112 oz. can
-101h oz. can

10 for $1.00

2 for 23¢

The advertisements for each week covered by Gx. 24, un-printed, show similar examples of price cutting by the separate
grocery chains. Moreover, a reference to any of the current
Thursday is:;ues of the Los Angeles Times or Wednesday issues
of neighborhood newspapers readily demonstrates that fierce
price competition continues to characterize this market.

-22Although admitting that concentration bas not
"reached the stage where vigorous price competition was
seriously impaired,' (Br. 35, and see headnote Br. p. 42),
appellant erroneously asserts that the Los Angeles market
is approaching "oligopoly conditions', with the chains
on the way to ''consciously interdependent pricing/t (Br.
34-35). As purported evidence of this erroneous conclusion, appellant cites (Br. 35) the fact that the major
chains were accustomed to study carefully the prices
charged by competing major chains* (and, it should be
noted, of smaller chains and independents, Gx. 26, R.
23 82-23 8 3); * * that they evidently believed they could
not afford to be undersold; that the chains check stores of
competitors, and that Von,s maintained and kept copies
of the weekly advertisements of major chains, including
Shopping Bag advertisements. ( Gx. 24, unprinted.)

*

Appellant asserts also that "each strove to maintain the same
prices as the others/, (Dr. 35.) Apparently this misconception
arises from Mr. Hayden,s testimony, quoted Dr. 6, fn. 6, that
uwe know that we can,t demand any more from the customer
than the other fellow on a nationally known item/, Obviously,
however, Mr. Hayden was referring to shelf prices, not specials.
When a product is put on a shelf the price is already ~tamped
on it. These are ~'shelf prices,,. When these shelf pn~es are
reduced, they are known as '~specials/, It is not feasible to
stamp a new price on items each time the price is changed.
Anyo.re shopping at the typical supermarket can oos:erve ~at
the checker has and uses a list which shows the special p.nces
at which many items are being sold.

""• Several of the ind~stry witnesses operating single stores t~ti
fied that they regularly check the stores of the leading ch~
and that the chain store managers check the stores of thell'
smaller competitors. (R. 279~280, 306-307, 1398, 1432).

-23The practice of checking stores of competitors and
becoming conversant with their prices on a day-to-day
basis does not at all indicate "conscious interdependent
pricing (Br. 35)." Professor Cassady bas correctly
pointed out* that "A vendor involved in an intensive
competitive situation will exert considerable effort in
attempting to find out how competitors are faring"
and "lf they are to compete efJectively, retail vendors

must keep themselves informed regarding the prices of
rival sellers . .. ''**
If appellant's economic theory has validity it would
only be so as applied to an industry which is relatively
static and has high entry barriers (see e.g. United States
v. Aluminum Co. of America, 377 U.S. 271, 280), not
in an industry characterized by easy entry and rapid
shifts in market shares.** *
Moreover, when a new type of merchandising institution (such as the discount house) enters the market,
• Cassady, Competition and Price Making ln Food Retailing
(1962), PP• 111T 142.
0 Emp has1s
. is
· ours throughout this brief unless otherwise noted.
***Kaysen a?d :umer, Antitrust Policy (1959) point out (p. 40)
that the s1gmfic~ce of m~rket structure is far greater in mining
a;id ~anufa~tunng than m retail trade, service and construction industries. It bas also been observed that: .
" · · · This practice of live-and-let-live is feasible in the
absence. of formal agreement or understanding, ocly in a
market of fe':" selle~. Of course, in the case of consumer
goods adve11:1sed and sold to unidentified membe~ of the
gene:al public,. the practice is, absent market division not
~alss1ble even m an oligopolistic market.'' Commen~ 6 8
e LJ. 1627, 1641 (1959).
•

-24competition increases. This situation occurred in the
Los Angeles market in 1961 as a result presumably of
successful competitive efforts of several aggressive discount house food operations:
"In mid 1961 one of the most important super~
market institutions in the Los Angeles area dropped
shelf prices drastically on 3 fast selling items-sugar, coffee (all brands), and bread (its own
brand). This move was met almost immediately
by at least two important competing supermarket
concerns. Shortly thereafter, a small but aggressive
supennarket chain operator announced that he was
dropping prices of 'over 3,640' items in one of his
stores (on a test basis) and patronizing this establishment would require 'no membership cards or
fees.' This was promptly followed by sp:~dally
announced moves on the part of leading super~
market concerns in the area, one of which sta~d in
its advertising that it was dropping shelf prices of
over 1,000 items. The items publicized were mainly
the fast-moving type: margarine, soup;, detergents,
soaps, shortening, paper products, flour, mayonnaise, gelatins, canned and · powdered milk, baby
foods, coffee, sugar, and bread. Comparative pices
· given in this one advertisement indicated that r~uc..
· tions ran approximately 10 per cent."*
· Articles in trad~ p~pers in the years following the
trial demonstrate that, contrary to appellant's economic
theory, ., pri~e competition in this
area continues to be
.
.

.• Cassady, Competition and Price Making In ·Food Retailing
(1962) p. 184, fn. 84. .
. .

-2~-

.
* Such competition is utterly inconsistent with
intense.
h'
r poly
the charge that this market is approac ing o igo
either in structure or performance.

*

See, e.g., Grocery Bulletin, May 7, 1965: ''Chains Meet Discount Threat In Area With Price Slashes"; Supermarket News,
May 17, 1965: "Von's Stress On Price Cuts Cues Others";
Grocery Bullet.in, October 15, 1965: •1Discount Price Battle
Breaks Out Among Chains In Metropolitan Los Angeles Area";
Supermarket Newst January 3J 1966: "Los Angeles -Fierce
compel.it.ion from discount supermarkets during 1965 forced
most conventional chains here to lower prices and in turn watch
profit margins sink." Chain Store Age (Western Supermarket
Executives Edition) March 1966, pp. Wl and W2: "Two
factors have prompted Western chains to seek new roads to
tomorrow's earnings : 1. Stiffening internal competition: Not
only is there razor-sharp competition among conventional supermarkets, but discounters, drive-In dairies and deli-liquor stores
are also trying to cut a higger piece of the Western market pie.
2. External competition from Eastern chains entering Western
territory: These expansion-oriented firms not . only want a
~eachhead on tbe West Coast, ·but they come equi.pped with
timetables for new store openings. n

-26C. Neither the decline in number of sfures nor ac.
quisitions made by others indicate a tende
toward oligopoly in the Los Angeles market. ncy
1. 1'be individual grocer, and the smaller conterns~ aided
by cooperative wholesalers~ remain major competitive

forces.

The number of grocery stores in this area has de·
clincd largely because of the development of the supermarket and more widespread use of the automobile
which deprived the former small comer grocery store of
its local neighborhood monopoly (Fdg. 24, R. 30703071). Presumably these were "the marginal grocery
operators whom 'the supermarket' revolution has made
technologically and competitively obsolete." (App. Br.
31.) * N evertbeless, there is scarcely a single household
in the entire Los Angeles Metropolitan Area which doe.s
not have a choice of from three to ten competitive grocery
stores within convenient shopping distance. (Fdgs. 26,

R. ·3071.)
·But the gradual disappearance of the small, old style
grocery store does not mean the small businessman will
disappear . from the grocery industry, as appellant apparently concedes (Br. 31). Nor can the lea~ing chnins
price their products without regard for the many singleAccording to the January 1960 staff report to the Federal T~de
. Commission entitled Economic Inquiry Into Food Marketmg,
·· Part I..:_ Concentration · and Integration in Retailing, P· .10,
. the number of grocery stores nationwide decreased by more than
l 10 000 between 1939 and 1954 and the "whole decrease from
.1939 to . 1954 occurred in the class of stores selling less ~ 311
. · · $50,000 a year~'' ··
.
.
.

*

-27store operators with whom they compete: the tou_ghest
competitors for the leading chains are often the smglestore operators. (Sec. e.g., R. 1328, R. 1388. R. 1392,
R. 1396, R. 1397, R. 1404, R. 1408, R. 1412, R. 1421,

R. 1430, R. 1432, 2061.) *
The prospect for the foreseeable future is that ~e
hundreds of single-store operators will continue to thrive
and at the same time provide vigorous competition for
the larger chains. This is due primarily to the existence
in this area of the two largest cooperative buying organizations in the world, Certified Grocers of California,
Ltd. and Orange Empire Co-op. The gro\\1h of these
cooperatives has been phenomenal: In 1948 C.ertified's
wholesale sales to its member-owners amounted to
$86,829,000 and its members' retail sales were
$382,000,000-by 1958 Certified's wholesale sales to
its members had more than tripled, to $338,957,000 and
so had its members' retail sales -to $1,390,000,000.
(R. 1641-1645, Fdg. 34, R. 3076). Orange Empire
had a similarly spectacular growth: I ts wholes.ale sales
to its members were $12,500,000 in 1945 and were
$321,000,000 in 1962. (Fdg. 35, R 3076) These
cooperative buying organizations provide their members
with group buying advantages as well as many other
advantages and are, without doubt, a decisive factor in
the continued vitality and growth of smaller concerns
(Fdgs. 29~37, R. 3074-3076).
.
* . IU~trative of the vitality of the smaller competitors and

thcir

ability to compete with stores of the larger chains is the
ment of W. H. Crawford, a single-store operator. He testili.ed
~ad no problem ~ompeting with the chains; that "the question
is not whether I can mmpete against them, but whether th
can compete against me~' (R 1388
d
ey
•
•
an see R. 2061.)

car;:

-28The January 1960 Staff Report To The Federal Trad
Commission* noted that more than a fourth of ~
cooperative wholesale sales are in California and that
~'Al.~ough the unaffiliated retailer is rapidly losing
pos1t10n, voluntary and cooperative distributors have
shown a capacity for effective competition with the
corporate chains." This is certainly true in the Los
Angeles Metropolitan Area. (Fdgs. 29-37, R. 30743076.) Membership in Certified Grocers or Orange
Empire is open to anyone (R. 1208, 3026) and the
single~store operator can thus obtain his merchandise
and related services** at a cost comparable to that of
the direct~buying large chain.
Since smaller grocers have always been and still are
the primary support of Certified Grocers, that coopera·
tive would naturally be opposed to any merger which
might adversely affect the competitive opportunities of
individual retailers in the area. However, both the
former President and the Chairman of the Board of
Certified Grocers testified that the merger of Von's and
Shopping Bag would not have such an effect (R. 14831487, 1641-1645.) The District Court felt that "con·
sidera ble weight" (R. 3027-3028) should be accorded
the testimony (R. 1641-1645) of Campbell Stewart,
former President of Certified Grocers. This testimony as
well as that of the single~store operators and officers of
small and large chains fully supports the conclusion that
there is no tendency toward oligopoly in the Los Angeles
grocery market.
• Economic Inquiry Into Food Marketing, Part I-Concentration and Integration in Retailing, pp. 6 - 7.

••See Dx. AV, R. 2869-2880. ..

-292. The fact that some olher concerns bad previously
made acquisitions should not invalidate this merger.

Government exhibits 44 and 45 (R. 2418-2420) indicate that between 1949 and 1958 ten of what were the
leading20 grocery concerns as of 1958 had acquired some
126 grocery stores in the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area.
Forty per cent of the acquisitions ( 48 stores with gross
sales of $71,537,000) were made by Fox Markets, YorWay and McDaniels. All three of these firms had become
bankrupt prior to the time the exhibits were prepared.*
It is apparent that growth by acquisition is by no means
an assurance of a successful operation and does not
necessarily or in fact lead to undue concentration. (See
R. 1233-1234). **
Indeed, the evidence was clear that the growth in
market share of the top 20 concerns of which appellant
complains was due primarily to internal growth of
• Yor~Way commenced doing business in 1953 and thereafter
expanded rapidly by acquisition. Following the death of its
founder, Mr. Kennedy, in 1961 it suffered reverses and eventual
· bankruptcy. Fox Markets was first organized in 1954 and it
likewise expanded very rapidly primarily by an . aggressive
acquisition program. Because of too rapid expansion, undercapitalization and lack of qualified management in depth, Fox
Markets became bankrupt. McDaniels, for largely the same
reasons likewise became bankrupt in 1961. (Fdg. 49, R. 3080,
and R. 1649-1650, 1222-1225, 1537-1538.) The bulk of the
YorwWay, Fox and McDaniels stores were sold off to sing]e~
store operators and small chains in 1961 and 1962. (R 16491650, 1236.)
.
.
·Ult sh.ould also be noted here that the exhibit . is in . error in
showing an a 1· ·f
b F
·
d .
cqu s1 IOn Y. ood Giant from itself of six stores
_omg an annual vollim.e of $31 700 000 Ac.tually thi
s1 I
h
'
'
·
s was
mp Y a c ange of name by Food Giant (R. 1535). . · ·

-30smaller concerns, many of them new entrants. (Fdgs. 2728, 80-81, R. 3072-3074, 3087-3088.) The following
table taken from Dx. AN, R. 278 8, indicates the growth
between 194 8 and 19 58 of concerns not shown to have
made any acquisitions in that period:
Market Share
U:impany

Von's
Shopping Bag
Market Basket
Boys'

1948

1958

2.4
1.2

4.7
4.2

2.2

4.4

.9

Shoppers*

.0

Alexander's

.5

1.3
.8
1.1

7.2

16.5

Also, as noted above, in this same period the leading
concerns, some of which are listed by Dr. Mueller as
having made acquisitions, disposed of a "substantial num·
her of unwanted outlets" (App. Br. 12) and thus provided an opportunity for new entrants. (Fdgs. 49, 81,
R. 3079-3080, 308 8, and see R. 1476, 1489-1490,
1651-1652).

D. New forms of competition are resulting in enn
more intense rivalry than existed in the past.
·. In 19 63 there were 3 5 . discount houses
with grocery departments doing business in the U:>s Angeles area.
(Fdg'. 61, R. 3082-3083.) They are becoming a factor of
increasing importance in the grocery business in Los
• Shoppers did have one market in 1948. (R. 1478.)

-31Angeles. (R. 54, 233-234, 236,237' 360, 510-512, 614,
759,761, 2324·2327, 1439-1445, 1646-1648, 3027, Fdg.
61, R. 3028.) Their food prices are often lower than the
chain grocers in part because of lower operating costs
and in part because they often use low food prices to
attract customers who may buy appliances and other
items on which markups are higher. In addition, surveys
have indicated that average sales per customer and aver~
age sales per square foot of selling space are higher in
discount houses than in supermarkets. (R. 1590, 17391740.) At least one industry observer* has predicted
that within a few years the discount houses will relegate
today's supermarkets to the role of the "Mom and Pop"
store. (R. 1586-1589.) Regardless of the accuracy of
this prediction the discount house is a new and dynamic
com~titive force in the area. Appellant's effort to deprecate the importance of the discount house as a competitive factor (Br. 41, fn. 39) is rebutted by Professor
Cassady,** by appellanfs witnesses (R. 54, 233-237;
360, 510-512, 614, 690, 759-761), by studies made by
the Department of Agriculture (R. 1590), and by the
Opinion of the District Court ( R. 3 02 7) and Finding 61,
R. 3082.
In addition to discount houses there has been an influx
of.bantam or convenience stores. (Fdg. 62, R. 3082.)
Milk depots, which by California law arc permitted to sell
milk
.
' an lillportant draw i tern for a grocery store ·( R
240-241)
.
.
.
.
' at a lesser pnce are tncreasing in number.

• Government witness (on other matters) Dr. Jenssen.
•

0

•

See p. 24, post.

-32They ha Ve captured 16 % of the milk market and they a!s.o
sell other grocery items. (Fdg, 63, R. 3083 and see R
240-241, 46 7-46 8,) Liquor stores are selling more and
more other grocery products - some sell more bread
than some supermarkets. (Fdg 64, R 3083.) Indeed~
the record demonstrates that grocery retailing in the Los
Angeles area has been and promises to be a constantly
changing, highly competitive business- one in which
the aggressive individual competitor can and does survive
and the consumer is well served.

II. THE LOSS OF ONE COl\IPETITOR WITH A
MARKET SllARE OF LESS THAN 5% DOES
NOT HAVE A REASONABLE PROBABILITY
OF LESSENING COMPETITION IN A MARKET
WHICH IS AS FRAGMENTED AND COMPETI·
TIVE AS LOS ANGELES.
A. Withdrawal of Shopping Bag as a separate com·
petitive factor had no significant actual or poteotial
adverse effect on competition.
What was lost to the market by this merger was a single
chain with a 4 % market share. What remained were five
of the largest national chains, two sectional chains, seven·
teen "Jocalu chains with ten or more stores, 126 other
chains and several thousand single-store operators backed
up by huge cooperative buy]ng organizations. (Fdgs.
75-77, R. 3085-3086, and Fdgs, 29-38, R. 3074-3076).
Moreover, after the merger, the Shopping Dag stores w~re
upgraded and became more effective compett·tive umts '

(R. 1249-1251.)

-33Appellant nevertheless attaches great importance to
the fact that Shopping Bag was one of seven firms listed
in the Key Survey book, a weekly publication sold "pri~
marily to retailers who operate one, two or three storesthe so-called independents." (R. 1648.) * The Key Survey
book lists the shelf prices charged for some 3000 grocery
items ( Gx. 21, 22, R. 23 69, 23 7 4) but '~it does not purport to reflect actual prices being charged by the chains
surveyed on all items at any given point of time." (R.
1646-164 7.) Regardless of its being listed in the Key
Survey book Shopping Bag was not considered a price
leader. A survey of the market with particular reference
to Von's, Shopping Bag and Alexander's Markets made
by an employee of the Kroger Company in 1957 concluded that "general observations indicate that their
[Shopping Bag and Alexander's] retails are slightly higher
than either Ralphs or Von's," (Dx. AF, R. 2749, 2755.)
Government witness Palmer, the sole stockholder of a
four-store chain with annual sales of $6 million testified
'
'
as follows:
"Q. Do you recall ... you told me that you had

felt that Shopping Bag before the merger were
real good competitors?
"A. Yes. I don't recall that in the conversation
'
but that is a fact. That is what I rec.all.
"Q, Do you recall saying this . is because their

prices were a little higher than the others?
"A. I could have said that.
• Shopping Bag was not listed in a rival survey book (R. 1647).

-34"Q. Do you recall saying that Von's sells at lower
prices than the other chains and therefore you felt
this merger was bad?

''A. Yes, I could have said that because that is
the way I feel.
•

•

•

"Q. I direct your attention to several prices (advertised in the Los Angeles Times July 13~ 1961)
and I ask you to read the headline first, please~ Mr.
Palmer.

"A. 'Von's and Shopping Bag Slashes Food
Prices Permanently. Over 1,000 Regular Prices
Slashed. Now a New Low Price.'
"Q. Were these actually slashed prices?

"A. y es.
• •

•

'~Mr. Hughes (government counsel): Q. Did
Shopping Bag do any price slashing such as this
prior to the merger?

"A. No.''
(R. 681-682 and R. 720-721.)*

• Nevertheless, the witness testified that he was abl~ to and di~
meet these prices by cutting overhead without suffenng a loss 0
profits. He further testified this price reduction enabled. ~e
chains and single-store operators to become more competJtiVC
· with the discount houses (R. 726-727).

-351. The testimony of industry witnesses demonstrates that
the merger will not Jes.sen competition.

The crucial importance of industry witnesses was
underscored by the Government in its brief filed with this
Court in the Brown Shoe case* and was also emphasized
in the opinion of this Court in that case. (370 U.S. at
p. 344.) In the lower court Appellant consistently
deprecated the importance of such testimony; here, it
simply ignores it. We suggest the explanation is obvious:
In Brown Shoe such testimony established the Government's case; here it destroys the Government's case.
The defense industry witnesses gave solid reasons** to
support their respective conclusions that this merger is
not likely substantially to lessen competition or tend to
create a monopoly. While recognizing that the larger
chains have certain advantages, they pointed to the
counterbalancing advantages of aggressive and experienced operators of single stores and smaller chains.
(R. 1387-1499.) These include:

• In its brief filed with the United States Supreme Court in the
Brown Shoe case, the Government stated in part:

"~s Court has. said that '[t]he existence of competition
• • · is a fact disclosed by observation rather than the
process of logic' (International Shoe Co. v. Federal Trade
Commission, 280 U.S. 291, 299). Recognizing the validity
of this proposition, the government called as its major witness.es 24 ~etailers who represented a cross-section of the
retail shoe mdustry..•." (Government Brief at pp. 63-64 ).

**U~ke

the industry testimony in United State.s v. Philadelphia
National Bank 374 U.S., 321, 36i.

-36. (a) ~e~ bership in a cooperative buying organization which, m addition to other valuab·1e serv1·
·d
i
ces prov1 ed, enables them to purchase their groceries as
cheaply as the larger chains;
(b) Their ability to purchase their meat and produce at prices comparable to those of the larger
chains;
( c) Their greater flexibility in making price and
other changes;
( d) Their greater opportunity to provide personal
service, participate in community affairs and thus
develop a loyal patronage; and
( e) Personal supervision and on-the~scene management.
The defense presented a representative cross-section
of industry witnesses: Twelve single-store operators
(whose gross annual volume ranged from $1 million
to $4 million), nine representatives of concerns operating from two to nine grocery stores, nine representatives
of chains having ten or more stores, five officials of Von's
and five representatives of suppliers. These witnesses
testified to the continued vigor of competition, the opportunity for new entrants, the ability of smaller concerns
to compete and grow, the inability of the larger concerns
to dominate the market, and the absence of any likelihood that this merger might substantially lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly. Each gave concrete
reasons to support his conclusion. (R. 1387 to R. 1645.)
Except for three of the five Von's officials, the Govern·
men t failed to cross-examine any of these defense witness·

-37es. Their testimony stands unchallenged and it is impressive proof that this merger has not had and is ~ot likely t.o
have an anti-<:ompetitive effect. We submit that this
~'formidable array of testimony by experienced retailers
cannot be minimized ....nl\?
2. Sufficient "major competitive factors" nnwin to assure

vigorous competition.

Many large national and sectional concerns do business in the Los Angeles area. The following table lists
1962 total assets,** total sales, and numbers of stores
for all areas of these grocery concerns which compete in
the Los Angeles area ( Dx. L, R. 25 68-25 7 3):
Name
of Finn

A&P
Safeway
Kroger
Acme
Food Fair
Mayfair
Lucky

TotaJ Stores

4,475
2,069
1,354
845
465
178
141

Total Sales

$5
2.5
2
1
1
288
232

billion
billion
billion
billion
billion
million
million

Assets (millions)

$767
473
400
209
193
62
47

In addition there are approximately 17 "local" chains
operating ten or more stores in the area (seven o{which
were not operating as many as two stores as late as 1952)
and 126 other concerns operating two or more stores in
this area. (Fdg. 77, R. 3086.) It is apparent also we
believe, that even the single store opera tors~ such as

*

Government Brief on the appeal in Brown Shoe at pp. 63·64.

,... After ~e. rnerger Von's had 66 stores, sales of approximately
$180 million and assets of $42 million. (R 15 Fd
3 6 R
3064-3065).
·
'
gs. ' • ·
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M~ssrs. Crawfo.rd, Dahl, Dobson, Elkin, Go]dberg, Goldstein, Gross, Htnes, Irwin, Richard, Roberts, and Sherry
( R. 13 87-14 3 3) and the operators of smaller chains such
as Messrs. Gelson, Gilbert, Godfrey, Goodnight, lnadomi,
Jones, Miller, and Wilson (R. 1434-1467) are "substantial competitive factors" in this market. It seems
apparent that appellant has grossly exaggerated the significance of the disappearance of Shopping Bag as a
separate competitive factor.

J. Appellant is in cnor in ils attempt to inflate the

amount of overlap in the draw areas of particuJar

Von's and Shopping Bag stores.

The operations of the two companies complemented
each other with little overlap in the geographical areas
each served (Fdgs .. 4, 10, 12, 53, R. 3065-3066,3080..
3081). The District Court found that Von's and
Shopping Bag were able to compete for the same custom·
ers in ~~only four or five areas." (Fdg. 53, R. 3080·
3081.) Most of Von's stores were located in the southern
and western portions of the Los Angeles Metropolitan
Area and Shopping Bag's in the northern and eastern
portions of that area. (Fdgs. 4, l 0, 12, R. 3065-3066,
and see Fdg. 53, R. 3080-3081.)
Nevertheless, relying on a survey by its witness, Dr.
Jenssen (Dx. BK, R. 3011 ..3016; and see Gx. 85, App. C
to App. Br.) and his testimony (R. 2024-20) that the
"average customer was willing to drive at least
minutes, or about 4 miles, and to pass by other stores, JD

:o

-39order to reach a particular store (Fdg. 39, R. 3076)"
(Br. 7),* appellant asserts that "almost half the stores of
the two concerns, with aggregate sales of approximately
$76 million were in a position to compete directly .... "
(Br. 7~8.) This is a gross overstatement of the amount of
competitive overlap;
(a) It assumes that each of the two stores could
compete for all of the customers served by the other,
with the result that appellanfs $76 million figure
represents total sales rather than the pertinent figure,
namely, possible sales to customers in the more limited
areas from which stores of the two concerns could
possibly draw the same customers;
(b) It ignores physical barriers such as hills, free~
ways and the like (Fdg. 39, R. 3076, and see R.
2065·207 l); and
(c) Dr. Jenssen's study (Dx. BK, R. 3011-3016)
actually found that only 54% of those interviewed
shopped "regularly" (more than 6 times a month) or
''frequently" ( 4 to 6 times a month) at retail food

*

ta.or ~~lier
stu~y Dr.
~11 store

I enssen had made for Shoppers Markets
tn Norwalk indicated that 67% of the customers
ca~e rom a one-mile radius and 94% from vnth; ... a tw
'I

(D BJ R 300
....
o-nu e
·
~· ' ·
2-3010 and see R. 2048-2050) And
see an earlier ( 1955)
d
.
. .
.
limit d dr
stu y which md1cates the much more
e
aw area of Von's stores (Dx. S, R. 2623-2630).
radius

-40stores located at such a distance from their homes (R.
3027 and Dx. Bk., R. 3011 ).*
Assuming, however, for argument's sake that even as
much as 50% of the sales of the Von's-Shopping Bag
stores in question e-0uld represent possible overlap com~
petition, this would represent at most $38 million in
possible overlap sales between Von's and Shopping Bag
- or 1.5 o/o of the $2+2 billion grocery sales in the Los
Angeles area. In Tampa Electric Co. v. Nashville Coal
Co., this Court declared that a total foreclosure of com·
petition for a period of twenty years is not illegal if it does
not involve a substantial share of the relevant market;
that a mere showing that a substantial number of dollars
is involved ordinarily is of little consequence; that a
preemption of less than 1 % of competition "is, conserva~
tively speaking, quite insubstantial", and that ~'While
$128,000,000 [here $36 million by the most generous
of tests] is a considerable sum of money, even in these
days, the dollar volume, by itself is not the test, .. · n
( 365 U.S. 320, 327-334).
Moreover, appellant's discussion of overlap neces·
sarily focuses on competition between the acquired and
acquiring concerns and thus ignores the fact that in the
purported overlap areas there were at least six stores of
other chains and a number of stores of other concerns
readily available to the population in those areas. (Fdg.
* Another 16 % according to Dr. I enssen's study, shopped at
1

such a distance "occasionally" but since this question was defined
as "less than 4 times a montht• (R. 3011) we suggest the ans~er
is meaningless - it cou1d mean once or twice a year. Tb1rtY
percent never shopped at such a wstance. (Dx. BK, R. 3011).

-4153 R. 3080-3081 ) . This Court has stated th3t the
tes~ is broader, i.e., the effect on competition generally:
" ... Section 7 of lhe 0a)1on Ac~ prior to its
amendment, focused upon ... lessening of competition between the acquiring and the acquired companies. The 1950 amendments made pl~ ~on
gress' intent lhat the validity of such combmauon.s
was to be gauged on a broader scale: their effect on
competition generally in an economically significant
market." Brown Shoe Co. v. United Staies, 3 70
U.S. at 335.
B. Post acquisition tlidence confirms that this acquisition will not bal·e an anti.-competithe effect.
Industry witnesses called by the GoYemment and the
defense confirmed lhe fact that competition remains
vigorous; many testified competition has increased in
vigor; "that is lhe trendn ( R. 24 9) ; "there is more competion now than ever'' (R. 449); "competition generally,
increases every yeari' (R. 1425); it seems to be steadily
increasing" ( R. 1482); it has been "enhanced since the
merger" (R. 1498); "competition is and always has been
vigorous. It is becoming more so as the passage of time
brings change, not only in the geographic area of competi..
tion faced by any store, but in the form, content and
character of competition as well."' ( R.. 1640.)
Appellant concedes that the "market remains vigor~
ously competitive" but nevertheless urges that this fact ~is
entitled to little weight." (Br. 42.) ln the court below
appellant strongly contended that post.. acqu isition cvi:
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dence could not even be considered (R, 2111·2116) ,
In this Court, appellant merely deprecates the importance
of such evidence. We suggest the reason for deprecating
the importance of the evidence is apparent despite the
more than three years which had elapsed since the merger
occurred, appellant was totally unable to point to any
dhninution of competition generaUy in the market area.
This Court has recently emphasized that post-acquisi·
tion evidence is relevant in a merger case but that the
"force of § 7 is still in probabilities, not in what later
transpired" (Federal Trade Commission v, Consolidated
Foods Corp ., 380 U.S. 592, 598) , However, in a case
(as here) where appellant concedes that
(a) "[ 0 ]pportunities of individual entrepreneurs
are substantiar' and the probability is that "for the
indefinite future, many relatively small firms should
be able to thrive" (Br. 16L and
( b) The market remains "vigorously competitive''
(Br. 42) ~and
(c) Concentration has not reached the stage where
"vigorous price competition" is "seriously impaired''
(Br. 35),
then the post-acquisition data would seem con~derably
more rellable than appellant's proposed "econonuc prophecy". (Br. 23.)

-43c. None of the merger cases decided by this Court
supports reversal of the trial court.

The foundation case under amended Section 7, Brown
Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, involved a large
national chain which, through a series of acquisitions, had
integrated its manufacturing operations with its retail
operations to the proven disadvantage of small, non integrated, retail competitors. Moreover, the Court said that
the tendency toward concentration in the shoe industry
was being "accelerated through giant steps striding across
a hundred cities at a time." 370 U.S. at 346.
The combined market shares for Brown and Kinney
in women's shoes in 114 cities ranged from a low of 5.1 %
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to a high of 57.7% in Dodge City,
Kansas; in children's shoes it ranged from a low of 5 %
to a high of 51.8%; in men's shoes tbe combined market
shares ranged from a low of 5.1 % to a bigh of 24.8%,
and for all shoes the combined market shares for 35 cities
ranged from a low of 10% to a high of 35.8%, and by
Standard Metropolitan Area* the combined market share
ranged from a low of 2.5 % to a high of 22.6% for all shoe
sales. (370 U.S. at 347-354> App. A-D.)
By contrast, in the case at bar, the government is not
urging that the merger had anticompetitive implications
of a vertical character. Moreqver, even on the basis of
appellant's 1958 market share statistics, the top concern following the merger had only an 8 .9 % market
share; the top two 16.9%; the top four 24.4%; the
top eight 40.9%; the top twelve 48.8%; the top six• Not the relevant market in that case; see 370 U.S. at 339.
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teen 53.4 % ; and the top twenty only an aggregate
market share of 56%. (Br. 13 and Gx. 7, R. 2331.)
Brown Shoe was amplified in United States v. Philadelphia Nat. Bankt 374 U.S. 321, but neither the facts

nor the language of that case stand as a barrier to
affirmance of the judgment of the court below. In
Philadelphia Nat. Bank, the merger produced a bank
controlling 30% of a highly concentrated market marked
by high entrance barriers in which four concerns controlled 78% of the business. Moreover, after the merger,
the two leading banks in Philadelphia would have controlled 58 % of the total bank assets~ deposits, and loans
in the relevant market area.
In Philadelphia Nat. Bank this Court laid down the
much-quoted test that "a merger which produces a firm
controlling an undue percentage share of the relevant
market, and results in a significant increase in the
concentration of firms in that market, is so inherently
likely to lessen the competition substantially that it must
be enjoined in the absence of evidence clearly showing
that the merger is not likely to have such anti-competitive
effects." 3 74 U.S. at 363. In contrast to Philadelphia
Bank, this merger produced a combined percentage share
of 1. 4 % of the grocery stores and 7.5 % of sales in the
relevant market. Cf. Philadelphia Nat. Bank, 374 U.S.
at 3 64 n. 41. The increase in concentration is far from
"significant": in the decade prior to the merger, the
market shares of the leading chains had been decreasing.
(Fdgs. 74, 78, R. 3084-3086). As a result of the merger,
the market share of the leading two concerns increased
from 14. l to 15.1 % (Dx. AM-AN, R. 2787-2788; Fdgs.
74, 78, R. 3084-3086).

-45In United States v. First National Bank, 316 U.S ..6?5,
the merged bank was larger than all of the rema1rung
banks combined, having more than 50% of the bank
assets, deposits, and loans in the market area there h~ld
to be relevant. It is plainly inapposite because, unlike
the Von's-Shopping Bag merger, the merger of the banks
involved in that case produced a bank controlling an
"undue" percentage of an already concentrated market.
In United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 377
U.S. 271, this Court found that the "line of commerce
showed highly concentrated markets,n with the domination by a few companies producing an "oligopolistic"
structure (completely unlike that present in the grocery
industcy in Los Angeles). 377 U.S. 278-80. In this
setting. the Court found that the acquisition of Rome
Cable by Alcoa, the market leader with 27. 8 o/o, was a
violation of Section 7 despite the relatively small share
of the acquired company in the aluminum conductor
market.
In United States v. Continental Can Co. 378 U.S.
441, the relevant product market was dominated by six
firms having a total of 70.1 % of the business. The
merger produced a company with 25% of the market
which the court found to be violative of Section 7 in an
~dustry where, in sharp contrast to the grocery business
m the Los Angeles area, there had been a "history of
tendency toward concentration.n 378 U.S. at 461.
1

The distinctions between the recent decisions of this
Cou~ and the instant case are both numerous and substantive. Here, the combined market share is much
sma1ler; the market as a whole is atomistic; the market
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is dyn~mic and e:panding; the trend is away from con~entr at1on; entry Is classically easy; the competitive effev.
tiven~ss of a particular retai1 store is not dependent upon
the size of the concern which owns it, and new forms of
competition have arisen to heighten already vigorous
price competition.

III. THE 1\-fERGER WILL HAVE A BENEFlCIAL
EFFECT ON COMPEI1TION AND ON THE
COMMUNITY.
A. The ability of a concern to grow and sell out
advantageously serves economic welfare and acts
as a spur to new entrants and thus increaSfi
competition.
In an unconcentrated market with low entry barriers
(as here), the opportunity for the individual to start
a business, grow by internal expansion, and eventually,
if he so desires, sell on an advantageous basis tends to
spur additional entrants. A continuous flow of new
competitors can thus be expected-and this stimulates,
adds to, and revitalizes competition. A ru1e-0fwtbumb
prohibition of such opportunities will, we believe, stifle
incentive to entry, aggressive competitive effort, and
growth.
Since the record demonstrates that this merger is not
likely to lessen competition (and appellant concedes that
in the more than three years following the merger the
market remained vigorously competitive) (Br. 42) ~e
urge that there can be no compelling reason to depnve
all concerned of the many beneficial effects of the
merger, including:

-47(a) Cost savings;*
(b) Opportunity for the principal owners of two
closely held corporation to create a more ready market
for their securities by getting listed on the New York
Stock Exchange;
( c) Substitution of a broad and able management
group;
( d) Assurance to stockholders that they would
receive an adequate return on their investment and
that it would continue to be secure;
(e) Avoidance of the adverse effects that a possible
decline or failure of Shopping Bag might have on the
employees, the stockholders and the community; and
(f) Ability to obtain equity or debt financing, if
necessary, on more advantageous terms. ( Dx. AW at
R. 2967 and Fdgs. 12-13, R. 3066~3069, and R. 1511,
1539-1541, Gx. 66, R. 2487-2491 ).

B. The sale by Shopping Bag was dictated by valid
personal and business reasons.
Compelling reasons support the merger from the standpoint of Shopping Bag. The president and principal
stockholder was advanced in years. He wished to dispose
of the company on a favorable basis. The stock was not
• Th .

~ u?portance of not using cost savings as a basis for in·
validating mergers has heretofore been emphasized. Turner,
Conglomerate Mergers and Section 7 of the Clayton Act 78
Har. L. Rev. 1313, 1326 (1965).
'

-481isted and there was not an active market in it. Shopping
Bag profits had been declining; management was lhinthe president was concerned about the future of his com:
pany and the impact of further decline or possible failure
upon his family, stockholders, employees, and the
pub1ic. (R. 1506-1514; Fdg. 12, R. 3067-3068.)*
Shopping Bag was not a ~'failing company" but
the concern of its president was not entirely without reason. The following table (Fdg. 12, R. 3067)
shows Shopping Bagts total sales, net income, percentage
of net income to total sales and percentage of net profit
after taxes to total assets for the years 1957-1959. For
purposes of comparison, comparable information for
Von's is also set forth:
SHOPPING BAG
Year

1957
1958
1959

Total Sales

$87 ,007 ,857
90,531,209
84,403,866

Net Income

$1,360,986
912,851
770,122

%of Net
% of Net
Income lo JncoDJeto
TolalSale5 Totsl.hel!i

1.6%
1.0%
.9%

6.6%
3.9%
31%

VON'S
Year

Total Sales

Net lornme

% of Nit
% of Net
Jncometo 1ncometo
Tolal&des Tola! AsselS

$1,872,943 2.1 %
21%
1,94 7,367
. 0
301.
1,981,358 2. -1°
.
1959 resulted
(A four week strike tn January
sales for each company in that year.)
1957
1958
1959

$89,990,056
94,483 ,993
86,605,829

12·7%
12.4%
10.8%
in lower

• See also Gx. 66, R. 2487-2491. Three of the top 20 concerns
did fail in 1961. (Fdg. 81, R. 3088.)

-49Estate tax considerations necessarily played an important part in the decision to merge. Prior to the merger
the Von der Ahe family owned 80% of the Von•s stock
and Mr. Hayden and his family owned 60% of Shopping
Bag's stock. The death of a member of either family
who held a large number of shares wou Id have resulted
in severe estate tax prob1ems requiring the forced sale
of many shares of the closely held stock. Von's had only
3,280 public stockholders and Shopping Bag had only
2,064. The over~the-counter market in the stock of these
companies was not active. The merger gave Von~s a total
of 5,344 public stockholders and a much broader and
more active market for its stock-in fact, as a result of
the merger the stock of the merged company became
eligible for listing on the New York Stock Exchange and
it was so listed in 19 61. Therefore, the merger, as an ticipated, has resulted in a much more favorable market for
the sale of family-held stock should this become necessary
to meet estate taxes or other needs. (R. 1506-1514, Fdg.
12, R. 3066-3068.)
C. The merger maintains local control of the business.
Shopping Bag no doubt could have been sold to one
of the large national chains not then doing business in
the area.* But the president of Shopping Bag preferred
to _~l with Von's. He had been acquainted with the Von
~r ~he family for some 34 years and had confidence
m thetr fairness, integrity and business ability. He knew
that ~on's ~ad an able and deep management staff and
that its busmess record in terms of profits in relation to

* But cf.

Appellanfs Brief p. 44, fn. 42.

-50sales and in relation to assets was one of the best in the
entire food industry. (R. 1506~1514.) The acquisition
of Shopping Bag by Von's was consistent with the "crsir·
ability of retaining 'local control' over industry." (See
Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. at 315-316.)

IV. THE NEW TEST PROPOSED BY 11IE GOVERNMENT IS UNWARRANTED BY THE
STATUTE AND TOTALLY UNREALISTIC.
Appellant requests this Court to establish a rigid,
rule of "presumptive iilegality~* to strike down any
merger of "substantial" concerns in any market, in any
industry, in which any grouping of leading concerns ap~
pellant may choose has increased its aggregate market
share. Appellant concedes that its test "calls more for
an economic prophecy than for a conventional legal
judgment." (Br. 23.) We suggest that economic
prophecy has not reached a stage of reliability that it
should supplant the record facts and the findings which
demonstrate the prophecy is totally unreliable. Assistant
Attorney General Turner has asserted:
" . . . If you attack a merger, you have to make
a judgment of what would happen in the future.
Economics does not yet provide an adequate theoretical framework for this." 29 A.B.A. Antitrust
Section, August 1965, p. 194.

Other authorities would also agree that economic
analysis has not yet been formally developed to the point
where it can usefully be incorporated into the law:
• Actually they mean per se. See p. 9, n., supra.
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Economic analysis, like the adjudicatory
process, must center upon the individual case. Both
its advocates and critics would agree that the concept of workable competition, or its necessary
equivalent, has not yet been formally developed
to the point where it can usefully be incorporated
into the law itself. That is to say, indicia of monopoly that can be unswervingly and uniformly
applied to an industries, irrespective of their market
environment and stage of development, have not
yet been dearly identified.'' Markham, The Per Se
Doctrine And The New Rule of Reason, 22 Southern Economics Journal ( 1955) p. 29.
Appellant, in effect, suggests abandonment of the
accepted test of reasonable probability of a substantial
lessening of competition or tendency to monopoly in
favor of economic prophecy applicable, as stated, to all
mergers, all markets and all industries. This test would
necessarily invalidate inoffensive and even beneficial
mergers along with those which, with reasonable probw
ability, may likely be anticompetitive. Assistant Attorney
General Turner has stated:
". • . I have formed a fairly definite view that
Section 7 cannot be eff ective1y enforced except on
the basis of more or less arbitrary rules-...:.. arbitrary
in the sense that they may well apply in particular
situations to mergers which an exhaustive investiga·
tion of the facts might disclose would not have~ or
do not have a likelihood of having, an adverse
effect on competition."*
* 29 A.B.A., Antitrust Section, August 1965, p. 194.

-52More recently, Mr. Turner amplified his views as follows:

"?

What's the solution to the problem, as you

see It?
"A To draw up broad rules or guidelines
that will be right in the great majority of cases,
and accept the fact that they will sometimes be
wrong.
"For instance, I have made it clear that we will
attack any merger between substantial and healthy
competitors in almost any industry.
"But I wouldn't try to argue that there is going
to be substantial harm to competition in every case
in which two substantial competitors merge. And
the antimerger act is concerned with probabilities,
not certainties.

(;'Q

Does that mean that you would rule out
some 'good' mergers along with the "bad' mergers?
"A Yes. But remember what I said: You
simply can't predict what the economic effects are
going to be in every individual case.
"We'll never really know which mergers would
have worked out all right. And, if our rule is right
most of the time, then the few instances in which
it turns out to be wrong are probably not going
to do much dam age."
•

•

"Q Does it worry you that Federal Trade Com·
mission figures show an increase in the number of
mergers?
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rm not worried about the numbers as such.

"Q Why not?

.,

"A What if most of the mergers, as is undoubt..
edly true, have no adverse effects on coropetitlon.
The concern of the antitrust laws is whether mergers
are likely to have anticompetitive consequences of
some sort. The fact that the merger rate is going up
doesn't necessarily establish that."*
We urge that appellant's proposal is not warranted
by the statute or its legislative history. In Brown Shoe
Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. at 321·322, this court
stated:
" ... Congress indicated plainly that a merger bad
to be functionally viewed, in the context of its
particular industry...."
Elaborating upon the foregoing, this Court pointed
out:
"Subsequent to the adoption of the 1950 amendments, both the Federal Trade Com.mission and the
courts have, in the light of Congress' expressed
intent, recognized the relevance and importance of
economic data that places any given merger under
consideration within an industry framework almost
inevitably unique in every case. Statistics reflecting
the shares of the market controlled by the industry
leaders and the parties to the merger are, of course,
• U.. s. News & World Report, Feb. 21, 1966, GuideUnes For
Fair Competition; Interview With Head of Anlitrust Di'fli.Ji.on
pp. 76-:77, 84.
•
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the pr·unary m
· dex of market power but 1
f h
.
'
ony a
urt er exammation of the particular market - its
structure, ~story a~d probable future - can provide
the app~~pnate setting for judging the probable anticompetitive effect of the merger." 370 U.S. at 322
fn. 38.) *
'
In United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, 374
~.S. _321 a.t 363, this Court said that the test of presumptive 1llegahty there applied:

"... lightens the burden of proving illegality only
with respect to mergers whose size makes them inherently suspect in light of Congress' design in § 7
to prevent undue concetration...."
• Moreover, appellant is in error in its statements (Br. 17 and fn.
23) that the legislative history of the Antirnerger Act discJoses
that "Congress specifically referred to the retail grocery industryn
as one of the industries of particular concern. Congress did
specifically refer to mergers which had taken place in the field
of "food and kindred products''. H. Rep. No. 1191, 8lst Cong.t
1st Sess., p. 3. But appellant must concede that ''food and
kindred products" is a census category of manufacturers, not
retailers. Only one retailer, Safeway is mentioned in the 1948
Report of the Federal Trade Commission on the Merger Move·
ment - a Summary Report and the discussion of Safeway related primarily to its backward vertical acquisitions of food
manufacturers. Nor does the said Report of the Federal Trade
Commission on which "Congress drew heavily in it5 consider~
ation of the merger problem", (App. Br. 17, fo. 23) support
appellant's new proposed per se test, because it very carefully
states: ''As in the case of other acquisitions cited in this report,
the Commission takes no position as to whether any individ~al
acquisition or group of acquisitions constitutes 'a substantl~
lessening of competition or tendency to create a monopoly.
Such a determination can be made only after an examination °1
the facts on a case-by-case basis.'~ (Report, pp. 53~54, In. 41.)

-55There is no warrant, however, for lightening the
burden of proving illegality in the case of a merger
of two concerns with small market shares in an unconcentrated market where the market shares of the
leading two concerns have been declining, where the
market shares of the top four aggregate only 24.4 %
(Gx. 7, R. 2331), where market share is not the equivalent of market power, where the small concern admittedly can compete effectively with the larger chains,
and where entry is classically easy.*
Appellant clearly is requesting judicial legislation to
correct what it considers inadequacies in the present law.
With respect to comparable contentions prior to 1950
that uthere was no need to amend § 7 because the loophole
could be closed by judicial interpretation'', the House
Judiciary Committee responded
"... the Commission has taken the position, and
the committee believes rightly so, that any defect
in the law, as interpreted by the Supreme Court,
should be remedied through legislative rather than
judicial action."*~
The Los Angeles retail grocery business is about as
unconcentrated and vigorously competitive as any market
• En~ry, of .course, is not easy in the banking business. In
1;1hzladelphia Bank only one new bank had entered the market
ID the de de
• to 1961 and after ten years it had only
. ca pnor
one~third of l % of the area's deposits. 374 US at 3c7 Th
topt bk
. .
u.
e
wo an s after merger in that case had a greater market
~asre than the top twenty concerns in the present case. 374
.. at 331.

**

H. Rep. No. 1191, 8 lst Cong., 1st Sess. p. 11.

-56in the United States. It is a dynamic and growing market
characterized by ease of entry, innovation and technological changes. Sma11 competitors flourish and consumers
are well served. (Fdgs. 27-28, 4344, R. 3072-3074,
3077-3079, and see R. 3031.) The market leaders have
been unable to maintain, much less increase, their market
shares. We urge it would not be appropriate to ignore the
realities of the market place as demonstrated in the record and reflected in the findings of fact and substitute
therefor appeUant's proposed rigid test. Indeed, the
basic vice of appeUant's novel proposed test is that it
substitutes theory and conjecture in place of reasonable
probability, and, as applied to this merger at leas~ it
is completely unrealistic.

-57CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment of the District
Court should be affirmed.
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